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For specifications on this product, 1.)  close this product Snapshot, 2.)  click 
on the Manufacturer's Showcase button, 3.)  select the screen, Specification: 
ACOUSTONE Ceilings from the drop-down Showcase list that appears in the 
upper right of your screen.

PP-PRODUCT PRESENTATION - DONN® DX®, DXL™ and DXLA™ suspension 
grid
* Maximum economy, design simplicity and plenum access in a standard 
15/16" (23 mm) exposed grid system.
* Intermediate or heavy-duty ratings.
* High tensile steel connection clips on cross tee ends provide plug-in positive
lock insertion for quick installation.
* Exceptional tension and compression connection values without additional 
wires, clips, fasteners or pins.
* Cross tees with override ends resist twisting and give a professionally 
finished appearance.
* Meets or exceeds all national code requirements, including seismic.
* DX system: Class A, double web steel tee and cap.
* DXL system: Fire-rated, double web steel tee and cap.  More than 60 UL 
Designs up to 3 hours. 
* DXLA system: Fire-rated, double web steel tee and aluminum cap.  UL 
Designs up to 3 hours.
* Metric sizes: All products are available in metric sizes.  To specify, add "ME" 
before the standard item number.

UA-USES, APPLICATIONS
DX, DXL for interior use only.  DXLA includes aluminum cap for exterior 
applications to protect from the elements.  See Ceiling Systems catalog SA-
905 and DONN Suspension Systems catalog SA-904 for specific applications.

AI-ASSEMBLY, INSTALLATION
DONN DX, DXL and DXLA grids are designed for use with Square, Shadowline 
and Shadowline Tapered edge panels in exposed suspension.  Level 
components and tie to structural members with hanger wire max. 48" (1200 
mm) o.c.  Install in accordance with ASTM C636 and manufacturer's 
instructions.

MF-MATERIALS, FINISHES
* Materials-
- Double web steel
- Aluminum cap (DXLA only).
* Finishes-
- 32 standard finishes (DX and DXL).
- 29 standard finishes (DXLA).
- Call Customer Relations at 1-800-950-3839 for samples.

CS-COATINGS, SURFACING



Proven corrosion-resistant coating.

TS-TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Call Customer Relations at 1-800-950-3839.

CC-CODES, CERTIFICATION
ASTM C635.

OM-OPERATION, MAINTENANCE
Cleans easily with a soft cloth.


